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Abstract

Reactive synthesis is the problem of automatically finding a system that

satisfies a temporal logic specification, where the atomic propositions are split

into those controlled by the system and those controlled by the environment.

In this paper we address the problem of the reactive synthesis of specifications

that use numerical variables.

We consider an approach that transforms the arithmetic specification into a

purely Boolean specification by substituting the arithmetic literals by Boolean

variables, and computing an additional Boolean requirement that captures the

dependencies between the new variables. The resulting specification can be

passed to off-the-shelf Boolean synthesis tools, and is realizable if and only if so

is the original arithmetic specification.

In this paper, we present a method to compute this equi-realizable Boolean

specification based on a nested encoding of the search for such a specification

using a SAT-solver (for efficiently encoding the search) and an SMT-solver (for

checking the decision power of each player) iteratively.
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1. Introduction

Reactive synthesis [1, 2] is the problem of automatically producing a system

that is guaranteed to be a model of a given temporal specification, where the

variables are split into variables controlled by the environment and variables

controlled by the system. Realizability is the related decision problem of de-5

ciding whether such a system exists. These problems have been widely studied

[3, 4, 5], specially in the domain of Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) [6].

However, many practical industrial specifications use complex data beyond

Boolean atomic propositions, which precludes the direct use of synthesis tools.

These specifications cannot be modelled with propositional LTL, but rather10

with LTLT [7], an the extension of LTL where there is a set of literals that are

part of a first-order theory T . The realizability problem from an LTLT spec-

ification corresponds, in general, to a games where plays are infinite sequence

of positions that result from the moves of two players (environment and sys-

tem). We consider games that, in general, are played over an (infinite) arena of15

positions, where positions may have infinitely many successor if the ranges of

the variables controlled by the system and the environment are infinite. In this

paper, we present a method that transforms a specification that uses complex

data (i.e., specified in LTLT ) into an equirealizable Boolean specification. The

resulting specification can then be processed by an off-the-shelf synthesis tool.20

Note that we assume that to simplify the treatment—and avoid dealing with

finite traces—reactive systems have no deadlock. If necessary, a blocking state

is extended into a self-loop.

The main building block of our method is the Boolean Abstraction Method [8],

which allows to transform LTLT specifications into (Boolean) LTL specifica-25

tions. The method first substitutes all literals in the data theory by fresh

Boolean variables controlled by the system, and then extends the specification

with an additional sub-formula that constrains the values of these variables.

This method is summarized in Section 2. The main idea is that after the envi-

ronment selects values for its data variables, the system responds with values for30
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the variables it controls creating a valuation for all variables, in turn inducing a

Boolean value for the literals. Therefore, the additional formula should describe

the set of possible valuations of literals that each move of the environment can

allow.

A naive algorithm to compute the additional formula enumerates all sets of35

valuations V of literals and query whether there is a choice of the environment

variables that leaves precisely V as possible choices to the system. Checking

that V is a possible reaction requires a ∃∗∀∗ query (which can be delegated to

an SMT solver for appropriate theories). This brute force method requires a

number of queries that is doubly exponential in the number of input literals.40

In this paper, we propose a more efficient search method for the set of

minimal reactions using SAT solving to intelligently explore the set of reactions.

The main idea of this faster method is to use a SAT solver to guess a possible

reaction, process whether the reaction is valid using an SMT solver, and prune

the remaining search space depending on the outcome. This method is efficient45

because each test can save an exponential number of subsequent cases. An

important technical detail is that computing the set of cases to be pruned from

the outcome of a given query can can also be described efficiently using a SAT

solver.

The contribution of this paper is a hierarchical nested-SAT implementation50

of the Boolean abstraction method that efficiently explores a doubly exponen-

tial search space. We have preliminarily implemented our double-SAT Boolean

abstraction algorithm written in Python, which uses the Z3 solver both as an

SMT solver and a SAT solver. Our early findings suggest that Boolean abstrac-

tions can be used with specifications containing different arithmetic theories,55

and also with industrial specifications.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first tool that efficiently succeeds

in arithmetic LTL realizability and synthesis. Our method can be applied to

any theory whose ∃∗∀∗ fragment is decidable.
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2. Boolean Abstraction60

Our approach to solve the realizability problem is to transform a specification

into an equi-realizable Boolean specification. Given ϕT with literals li, we get

a new specification ϕB = ϕ[li ← si] ∧ �ϕextra, where si are fresh Boolean

variables and ϕextra ∈ LTLB. The additional subformula ϕextra uses the freshly

introduced variables si controlled by the system, as well as additional Boolean65

variables controlled by the environment e, and captures the valuations between

the literals that the different players have the power to control.

We call our approach booleanization or boolean abstraction because a non-

Boolean set of requirements is converted into an equi-realizable (Boolean) LTL

specification. This equi-realizability is proven in [8] and the equi-realizability of70

the efficient approach presented here is reported as a work in progress.

Algorithm 1 blow constructs an extra requirement ϕextra and conjoins with

the formula that results by a direct substitution of theory literals with fresh

variables si. In a nutshell, after the environment chooses a valuation of the

variables it controls, the system responds with valuations of its variables, which75

makes some literals true and the rest false. Therefore, for each possible choice

of the environment, the system has the power to choose an outcome among a

specific collection of outcomes. Since the possible outcomes (the specific literals

that become true) are finite, so are the different cases. The extra requirement

captures precisely the finite collection of choices of the environment and the80

resulting powers of the system.

In order to formally explain the construction of the extra requirement, we

introduce some notation.

2.1. Notation

Let Lit be the collection of literals that appear in ϕT (for simplicity we85

assume that all of them belong to the same theory). We will also use x as the

environment controlled variables occurring in Lit and y as the system controlled

variables ocurring in Lit .
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2.1.1. Configurations

A configuration c ⊆ Lit is a subset of the literals. The meaning of a config-

uration is that the chosen literals are true in the configuration, while the rest

(i.e. Lit \c) are chosen to be false. That is, once the environment chooses values

for x and the system responds with values of y, a specific configuration results

(i.e. determined by which literals are true and which ones are false). Given a

configuration c, we use c(x, y) to denote the formula:∧
l∈c

l ∧
∧
l/∈c

¬l

We use C for the set of configurations. Note that there are |C| = 2|Lit| different90

configurations.

2.1.2. Potentials and antipotentials

In a reaction, a given configuration c can act as “potential” (meaning that

the outcome is possible) or as “antipotential” (meaning that the outcome is not

possible). A potential is a formula (that depends only on x) that captures those

values of x for which the system can respond and make precisely the literals in

c true (and the rest of the literals false). The negation of the potential captures

precisely those values of x for which there are no values of y that lead to c.

Formally,

ptc(x) = ∃y.c(x, y) ntc(x) = ∀y.¬c(x, y)

2.1.3. Reactions

A reaction is a precise description of the specific configurations that the

system has the power to choose. A reaction is characterized by a pair (P,A)

where P,A ⊆ C, P ∩ A = ∅ and P ∪ A = C. That is A,P is a partition of the

set of configurations. Formally, given (A,P ) the induced reaction is:

react(P,A)(x) =
∧
c∈P

ptc ∧
∧
c∈A

ntc

Equivalently:

react(P,A)(x) =
∧
c∈P

(
∃y.c(x, y)

)
∧
∧
c∈A

(
∀y.¬c(x, y)

)
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Note that there are 22
|Lit|

different reactions.

A reaction r is called valid whenever there is a move of the environment for

which r captures precisely the power of the system. Formally, a reaction is valid

whenever ∃x.r(x) is a valid formula. We use R for the set of reactions and VR

for the set of valid reactions. It is easy to see that, for all possible valuations of

x the environment can do, the system has a specific power to respond (among

the finitely many cases). Therefore the following formula is valid:

ϕVR = ∀x.
∨

r∈VR

r(x).

2.2. The Boolean Abstraction algorithm95

Algorithm 1 that computes ϕB from ϕT .

Algorithm 1: Brute-force Boolean Abstraction algorithm

Input: ϕT ;

ϕ′ ← ϕT [li ← si];

C ← confs(literals(ϕT ));

R ← 2C ;

VR← ∅;

for (P,A) ∈ R do

if ∃x.react(P,A)(x) is valid then

VR← VR ∪ {(P,A)};

end

end

ϕextra ←
∧

(P,A)∈VR

(e(P,A) →
∨
c∈P

(
∧
li∈c

si ∧
∧
li /∈c

¬si)) ;

ϕB ← ϕ′ ∧ ϕextra ;

return ϕB

Alg. 1 first computes the configurations from the literals, and then the reac-

tions. Then, it iterates over all the reactions, checking whether each reaction is

valid or not. In case the reaction (characterized by the set of potential configura-

tions) is valid, it is added to VR. Finally, after the loop, the algorithm produces100
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as ϕextra a conjunction of cases, one per valid reaction (P,A). A fresh variable

e(P,A) controlled by the environment is introduced for each case (in practice,

a logarithmic number of Boolean variables in the number of valid reactions is

enough to encode the power of the environment to choose each case). For each

P , the precise formula contains a disjunction of the cases for each literal’s truth105

assignment. Note that, since valid reactions (P,A) are characterized by the

potentials (i.e. those configurations c ∈ P ), then the disjunction only contains

the combinations of literals that are possible for case that (P,A) captures.

Note that the complexity of this brute-force Booleanization algorithm is

double exponential in the number of received literals, and that there is one ∃∗∀∗110

SMT query in the body of the loop.

The intuition about the correctness of the algorithm is that the extra re-

quirement captures that, for all moves of the environment, that the system can

always respond choosing at least one of the valid reactions.

3. A SAT-based Efficient Algorithm115

The main idea of the SAT-based optimization is that each time around the

main loop in Alg. 1 that we run an SMT query, we obtain information about

many other cases around the loop. To make this idea precise, we relax the

notion of reaction into quasi-reaction. A quasi-reaction is a pair (A,P ) such

that A ∩ P = ∅, that is, we remove the constraint that A ∪ P = C. The120

idea of a quasi-reaction is to cover the set of reactions that would be obtained

from choosing the remaining configurations that are neither in P not in A as

potentials or antipotentials.

Consider a case with four configurations c0, c1, c2 and c3. We use the follow-

ing notation to represent quasi-reactions. Consider the quasireaction ({c1}, {c0, c2}),

which corresponds to the formula

∃x.
(
∃y. c0(x, y) ∧ ∀y. ¬c1(x, y) ∧ ∃y. c2(x, y)

)
We represent this reaction as PAP?. Quasireactions form a lattice using inclu-

sion of both sets of the pair as the order defining the lattice, so the meet results125
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is ∪ and the join is ∩. For instance, given S = {AAA,A?A, ?AA,PPA}, then

join(S) = {PPA}, and meet(S) = {AAA}. Note that both join and meet yield

sets, since there can be many elements in the same hierarchical-level. For in-

stance, let S′ = {?AA,PPA}. Then, join(S ′) = meet(S ′) = {?AA,PPA}. Note

that our lattice captures how informative a quasireaction is. That is, replacing130

a component to ? removes information, while P and A are uncomparable as

they are different and neither is more informative than the other.

Using quasireactions, we define two optimizations.

3.1. A logic-based optimization

Consider the case of a reaction found to be not valid. That is, react(A,P ) is135

UNSAT. Consider that the algorithm finds quasireactions (A′, P ′) below (A,P )

such that react(A′,P ′) is still UNSAT. It is clear that every reaction above (A′, P ′)

is also UNSAT, because it will only add conjunctions making the satisfiability

harder. This allows to prune the search in the main loop. For example, if we

have checked the SMT query that corresponds to ri = PAPP is unsatisfiable,140

and we found that quasi-reaction PA?? is also unsatisfiable, then it makes no

sense to test the satisfiability of all the reactions that complete PA??, since they

share at least one unsatisfiability source. For instance, we would not need to

explore rj = PAPA nor rm = PAAP.

3.2. A game-based optimization145

This idea is dual of the previous case. Consider two reactions r = (P,A) and

r′ = (P ′, A′) such that P ⊆ P ′ and assume that both are valid reactions (that

is, both reactr and reactr′ are satisfiable). Since r′ allows more configurations,

the environment will prefer to play r than r′. This is the same as saying that,

if the extra requirement only considers minimal reactions, the formula obtained150

is still equi-realizable.

In the improved algorithm, this optimization is: if a reaction is SAT then

do not search reactions that contain strictly more potentials, because they will
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be (1) directly UNSAT or (2) SAT, but somewhat not interesting, since the

environment will never choose them because they give more power to the system.155

Then, for instance, if ri = PAAP is satisfiable (i.e. it is a valid reaction),

then we will not explore rj = PPAP nor rk = PPPP. The reactions above

quasireaction P??P are the reactions to be ignored and can be skipped in the

main loop of Alg. 1.

3.3. The model-loop160

The main idea of the optimization is to replace the main loop with a SAT-

based search for interesting reactions. In order to do so, we introduce a SAT

formula ψ with one variable ci per configuration. An assignment to all variables

encodes a reaction, where ci = T means that ci is potential (and antipotential

if ci = F ). The SAT formula φ is the set of interesting reactions to explore,165

which is initialized with ϕ = ¬(
∧

ci
¬ci). This is because we know that the

set of all configurations as antipotentials is an invalid reaction. Then, we use

a SAT query to find a satisfying assignment for ψ, which corresponds to an

interesting reaction r. If r found is not valid (which requires the corresponding

SMT query), then a search procedure finds smaller quasireactions that are still170

UNSAT and adds the negation of them to ψ (as a new conjunction). This

prevents subseqent SAT queries (loop iterations) to explore uninteresting cases.

If r is valid, then it is added to VR and the corresponding quasireaction that

results from removing the antipotentials is added to ψ (as a conjunction of the

negation of the quasireaction), again preventing the exploration of uninteresting175

cases.

In summary, we propose to use a SAT based implementation of the main

loop that learns uninteresting cases and removes them from future exploration.

The main loop terminates when the SAT returns unsat, which means that no

interesting reactions are unexplored, which will eventually happen because in180

every iteration at least one reaction is removed (typically, a large number of

them).
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3.4. Running example

Consider the following specification, ϕ = �(R1 ∧R2):

• R0 ≡ (x > 1000 =⇒ X (y ≤ x))185

• R1 ≡ (x ≤ 1000 =⇒ X (y > x))

where � is the LTL’s Globally operator, and X is the Next operator.

The formula ϕ contains 2 literals, (x > 1000) and (y ≤ x). Note that

(x ≤ 1000) and (y > x) are negations of the literals above. If we were to run

the original brute-force algorithm, we would need to calculate the validity of 22
2

190

reactions, i.e. we would make 16 SMT queries.

Fig. 1 shows a concrete execution where only the optimization for valid

reactions is applied.

Figure 1: An execution of the SAT-based main loop algorithm over the running example. The

rounded reactions where returned by the SAT solver, with a tick if they are valid reactions

and cross if they are not. Crossed-out reactions mean that they have been derived to be

uninteresting.

We can see how the valid results yield a purning of the search tree. For

example, PPAA being valid cuts PPPA, PPAP and PPPP. In this run roughly,195

one third of the SMT queries were prevented.

Fig. 2 shows another execution where both optimizations are applied. In this

case, when a reaction is found invalid (for example PAPA, its minimal invalid

quasireactions are found and all covered reactions are declared uninteresting.

In this case, only: 4 loop iterations were executed.200
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Figure 2: An execution of the improved algorithm over the running example. The semantics

of it is the same as of Figure 1.

4. Conclusions and future work

We explore in this paper a SAT-based algorithm of the Boolean abstraction

technique for translating numeric LTL specifications into equi-realizable Boolean

LTL specifications.

The main idea is to use a SAT formula to encode the space of reactions to205

explore and reduce this space by the findings of the current reaction. To the best

of our knowledge, this is the first method to propose an efficient solution to re-

active synthesis for general ∃∗∀∗ decidable theories, which include, for instance,

the theory of integers and the theory of reals.

Our current and future work focuses on enhancing the scalibility of the210

Boolean abstraction algorithm by reducing the exploration of the state space of

valid reactions, as well as extending its usage semantics. We are also conducting

a large empirical evaluation.
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